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0 of 0 review helpful Thin but Entertaining By John R Linnell I have to admit that I enjoyed this book but then almost 
anyone who likes or loves the game of golf would enjoy a book that pretty much has things going the way one would 
wish for a pro golfer down on his luck Bobby Reeves is such a guy He is getting to the bottom of the barrell when he 
steals money from a good friend and is not only found out but jailed for Named master of fiction by USA Today and 
Travel Leisure Golf Magazine calls him The John Grisham of Golf Now J Michael Veron returns with his most 
intriguing work yet hellip The caddie occupies the most unique position in all of sports He is a coach who doesn t have 
to stay on the sidelines a waterboy who doesn t have to wait for time outs a psychologist who doesn t have a couch and 
a fan who doesn t have to buy a tick From Booklist Professional golfer Bobby Reeves has fallen far off the mini tours 
and into jail for larceny Materializing out of nowhere to bail him out Stewart Jones sets up as Reeves rescuer cook 
concierge 
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